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Once more the Hype rises:
Recapping a great E3 2018

By Aakash Bakaya

This year’s E3 was a slightly more muted affair compared to previous years. There were some massive
games announced but they were either slated for next year or not given a release date at all. There
were also fewer duds than usual which improved the show overall. Here i’m only focusing on the

main conferences (except Nintendo) and the few games that caught my interest. So let us get down to it.  

EA GAMES
Anthem
One of the games with the highest buzz coming into

E3, ‘Anthem’ ended up simply ‘whelming’ fans. Even
Bioware enthusiasts couldn’t help but shrug and nod dur-
ing the almost muted presentation. It did show-off some
gameplay, a rare sight during EA’s conference, and it was
exactly what you expected it to be. Having a highly verti-
cal map with swimming and flying truly opens the world
but the actual gameplay seemed very by-the-numbers.
The classes didn’t seem exciting enough and the loot and
shoot system is going to be a grindy nightmare especially
with how slow combat and travel looks. The world looks
great and we got a release date so eager fans should be
satisfied with more information in the coming months.

Fifa 19
Speaking about muted presentations, ‘Fifa 19’’s stage

showcase was so silent you could hear the sighs all the
way through the stream. Hard to blame them, EA Sports
barely even bothered this year with their proverbial
‘golden goose’. I love the Fifa series as much as the next
football fan, but the last three entries have been hard to
distinguish from one another. The trailer was simply happy
to showcase the new Champions League rights EA as ac-
quired and promised to give players a true Champions
League experience.  No new features were spoken about,
but does it matter? It’s going to sell millions anyway. 

Command & Conquer: Rivals
This is what ‘Command & Conquer’ has be-

come. An insulting free-to-play clicker game dis-
guised as a sort of parody of strategy games. The
fact that EA brought in two “E-Sports phenome-
non’s” and made it seem like an actual game was
even more infuriating. After the “match”, the pre-
senter said that this was EA bringing ‘Command
& Conquer’ to the new generation. The new gen-
eration deserves better than this.

MICROSOFT
Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice
‘Dark Souls’ and ‘Bloodborne’ director Hidetaka Miyazaki likes nothing more than to see

his loyal fanbase struggle. This time, they’ll be struggling in a world heavily inspired by feudal,
medieval Japan. All the From Software touches were there. The intense combat, the brutal
enemies, giant snake monsters -the usual From Software ingredients. There are no bonfires
to kindle and no unsuspecting low levels to invade as this is strictly a single player experience
following a set protagonist. That makes ‘Shadows Die Twice’ quite the departure from the
venerable ‘Soulsbourne’ series but there’s going to be a large number of features added in-
cluding a new death mechanic, branching story paths and a grappling hook - something
every game must have. As a mega-fan of Miyazaki’s work, I can hardly wait.   

Halo Infinite
Surprisingly little was said about Microsoft’s beloved cash cow except that it will be the

franchise’s return to PC and that the game will focus on Master Chief and continue his saga
after the events of ‘Halo 5’. X-Box unveiling their next Halo game may not be the most exciting
of news but the fact that it’s returning to PC points towards the possibility of the entire fran-
chise making its way in due time which is amazing news for the PC community. Microsoft is
gunning hard to make all of its exclusives available on Windows and the advent of the Halo
series following suit is a step in the right direction.


